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SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

The Case Book for Russian is unusual because it focuses on a single important issue con-
fronting learners of Russian: the use of grammatical cases.  Rather than targeting a specific
audience (for example, second-year students) and giving a smattering of information on a
variety of topics, this book is a thorough, comprehensive analysis of a single, but absolutely
essential feature of Russian grammar, empowering learners to achieve complete mastery of
case usage. The Case Book for Russian departs from standard textbook approaches in other
ways as well. It demonstrates that proficiency-based  materials can be successfully imple-
mented while actually enhancing rather than compromising the acquisition of grammar.
This book and its analysis draw upon a large database of naturally-occurring Russian sen-
tences, presenting the reader with real native Russian rather than stripped-down textbook
examples. Just as The Case Book for Russian refuses to feed its users unnaturally simplified
samples of Russian, it also avoids offering sterile rules.  This book focuses instead on ex-
plaining coherent groupings of motives that drive case use, on the understanding that Rus-
sian uses its six cases to produce a potentially infinite number of sentences, and learners
will need to recognize novel as well as commonplace uses. Because The Case Book for
Russian is so unlike most textbooks, a guide for its use might be of value to readers. The
following suggestions for integrating this book into Russian language programs are offered
in the confidence that readers will make their own more specific (and possibly more cre-
ative!) adjustments.

NO SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE IS ASSUMED FOR TEACHERS OR STUDENTS

Aside from the names of the cases (nominative, instrumental, etc.), there is virtually no
linguistic terminology used in The Case Book for Russian, and no knowledge of linguistics
or semantics is assumed. Users are not expected to master any special formalism or to
memorize new terms, and students who have used this book report that it is written in an
accessible style.  Most instructors with a good working knowledge of Russian will recog-
nize the value of this book and feel comfortable with the explanations it contains.

FOR USE AT A VARIETY OF LEVELS IN A VARIETY OF SETTINGS

The material presented here is most valuable to students who have already been exposed to
the Russian case system, and now need to cement what they have learned about the case
endings to a thorough understanding of how they are used. This point will be reached by
learners at different times, depending upon their strengths and the structure of the program
they are in. It is perhaps most likely that The Case Book for Russian will be used in second-
or third-year Russian courses, although it is certainly not limited to any given time slot or
environment. The Case Book for Russian is designed to be sufficiently self-explanatory to
be used for self-study, while maintaining enough rigor to be useful also in highly structured
learning situations such as military and foreign service language instruction. One could
alternatively envision integrating this book into a course on the structure of Russian; all of




